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Connect your BI platform to any enterprise data source
Are you asking your BI platform to do too much?
Glossy visuals can’t make up for missing data. Or dirty data. Or all of the other
workarounds you’ve patched together trying to squeeze more out of your BI tools.
At some point, the complexities of your organization demand a cohesive platform
that opens up your ability to leverage your enterprise data. ibi Open Visualizations
connects your existing business intelligence (BI) platform to any database, file format,
application, or web service in a curated, secure, real-time, and trusted manner.
Let your BI platform do what it does best – and let us do the rest.

Empower your BI platform to get the results your
business deserves

Install once,
configure at scale
Establish secure
data management and
architecture standards

Power up your
dashboards with
scalable, integrated
data
Make it easy for
end users

ThoughtSpot, Power BI, Tableau, and others are visualization tools meant for self-service
insights. But in a complex data environment, these tools struggle to leverage many of the most essential
enterprise data sources, without adding more complexity by building new data marts or warehouses.

»
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“Only 22% of organizations say they have gained good competitive advantage from
their BI investments.”1

“Understanding the Vendor Perspective in BI Projects,” Business Application Research Center, 2020.

In addition to the limitations of the tools themselves, they quickly erode faith in the entire BI function
they’re meant to elevate, resulting in:

›

“Islands of data”

›

Lack of data security

›

Multiple versions of the truth

›

Significant enterprise data management challenges
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Figure 1. Deliver
richer analytics
without switching
your visualization
product. Simply
power up with ibi
Open Visualizations.
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ibi Open Visualizations
One central repository
Data security
Single metadata layer
User governance
Clustering and load balancing

Your BI platform
Native and single connection to all data
Real-time access
Trusted data for dashboards

ibi Open Visualizations empowers any visualization tool with all of the benefits of data virtualization – realtime, direct access to data without the need for an expensive data warehouse. It supplies connectivity to
any enterprise data source. Make better decisions with better data, all while using the tool your business
users are already familiar with.

›

Install once and configure at scale. Install and configure multiple data connections on one server with
little data preparation effort

›

Easily establish secure data management and architecture standards. Take control of your data
without undertaking a large data mastering project

›

Power up your dashboards with scalable, integrated data. Cross-database joins let you query and
treat multiple data sources as one

›

Make it easy for end users. Provide a native and single connection to trusted data with real-time access
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Figure 2. ibi Open Visualizations offers access to more
than 120 native enterprise connections (and growing).

About ibi
ibi is a data and analytics company that embeds intelligence into — everything. From the beginning, ibi
has known the importance of data and insights to make better decisions. We help organizations get
their complex and disconnected data in order, so they can build, embed, and automate intelligence into
everything they do. By preparing organizations for the future and turning them into
builders – information builders – everyone can use enterprise trusted data at scale to
drive their growth. Whether our customers use pre-built applications or build their
own solutions for their data and analytics challenges, ibi powers their innovation
Request a demo
and reinvention. ibi’s open platform and industry-specific building blocks
accelerate speed to market, improve operational efficiency, and enhance
See ibi in action and
their customers’ experience.
imagine what you will build.
ibi.com/request-a-demo.
ibi. build a better future.

Contact us at ibi.com or email askinfo@ibi.com.
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